1. MCCC, HQS, USMC  
   **Ltr dtd 23 Feb 67, Subj: OPERATIONS LAFAYETTE AND GULF**  
   **BRIEF DETAIL OF OPERATIONS**

2. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 260333Z Feb 67, III MAF HISSUM # 56, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 250001H to 252400H Feb 67**

3. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 281333Z Feb 67, III MAF HISSUM # 58, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 270001H to 272400H Feb 67**

4. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 010333Z Mar 67, III MAF HISSUM # 59, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 280001H to 282400H Feb 67**

5. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 030333Z Mar 67, III MAF HISSUM # 61, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 020001H to 022400H Mar 67**

6. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 040333Z Mar 67, III MAF HISSUM # 62, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 030001H to 032400H Mar 67**

7. CG, III, MAF  
   **Msg 050333Z Mar 67, III MAF HISSUM # 63, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 040001H to 042400H Mar 67**

8. PAGE 3,  
   **(No Msg # or DTG), III MAF HISSUM # 64, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 050001H to 052400H Mar 67**

9. PAGE 3,  
   **(No Msg # or DTG), III MAF HISSUM # 65, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 060001H to 062400H Mar 67**

10. COMUSMACV  
   **Msg 072200Z Mar 67, Subj: TELECON (U) OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **TERMINATED AT 071800H MAR 67**

11. PAGE 3,  
   **(No Msg # Listed) III MAF HISSUM # 66, OPERATION LAFAYETTE**  
   **period 070001H to 072400H MAR 67**

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
SUBJECT: Operations LAFAYETTE and GULF

Source: FMFPAC Command Center

1. Operation LAFAYETTE

a. Concept: 1st Marines conduct 2 Bn coordinated S&D operation in 2 phases.
   (1) Phase 1. Commencing H Hour, D Day 1st Bn (-), 1st Mar conduct S&D operation from EW Gridline BT58, NW to phase line Horse Vic Coord BT 123550 to BT 155610. 3d Bn (-) 1st Mar establish cordon and conduct search operation in vicinity of Objective "A" - Vien Dong - BT 094655.
   (2) Phase 2. 1st Bn continues attack NW to phase line bear Vic BT 088621 to BT 130632. 3d Bn continue search of Objective "A".
   (3) Phase 3. On order 3d Bn establish blocking position along phase line Monkey - north and west side of Song Ha XUA Vic Grid squares BT 0963 & 0964. 1st Bn conduct S&D operation within the Horseshoe area.

b. Organization
   1st Marines
   1stBn (-) (Cos B&C)
   3rdBn (-) (Cos K&M)
   Regt Res
   A/1/1
   Control Head: 1st Mar

c. Area of Operation: Area bounded on N by EW Gridline BT 67, on east by the sea, on the south by EW BT 58 and on West by NS BT 08.

d. Tentative D Day H Hour - 250700H.

e. Duration - 5 days.

f. Unless otherwise directed, intend to release Operation LAFAYETTE to press effective H Hour.

2. Operation GULF

a. Concept: 9th Mar conduct Bn (-) unilateral S&D operation employing 2 rifle companies commencing H Hour D Day. One rifle co (Rein) attack West along axis Song Cu De river in assigned zone. At L Hour D Day, 2d rifle Co (Rein) land by helo coord ZC 128840, attack E & NE to establish blocking position in assigned area.
Subj: Operations LAFAYETTE and GULF (Continued)

b. Task Organization

2/26 (-) (Cos E&H)
Patrol Headquarters 9 men

c. Area of Operation: Area bounded on N by EW Gridline AT 89, on East by NS AT 90, on S by EW AT 82, on W by EC 12.

d. D Day H Hour: 270700HFeb67
   L Hour: 271300HFeb67

e. Estimated Duration: 3 days.

f. Unless otherwise directed, intend to release operation GULF to the press effective L Hour.

FONECON FMFPAC C.C.
230600R (S)

T. A. AC PHETERS
Watch Officer
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
Message-No. 540-4810 (Rev. 02-05)

PAPERMILL

I. MAJ. DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY NO. 58 FOR PERIOD 2700001 TO
2700003 FEB 67

A. REPORT SYMBOL FMFPAC 5750-26

B. FMFPAC/CG 5750-16

C. MAJ. RE: A, THE FOLLOWING BCT IS SUBMITTED:

1. MAJOR UNIT OPS.

PAGE/180-1 RUNWNSF 2023 C E R C T

DELAWARE

A. 181st HAR FOUND 5-0 OP ON QUARIN PEP FROM

B. WATH CONTACT FOR POLY AT 2700000-09 RPT FOR PLAN SSWEB.

C. VIO (RT 120505) APPROX 2 DHT AT 2700000 RPT 415 SSWEB 180

D. VIO (RT 120540) RECO RPT 5 DHT MAE RPT 315 SSWEB 180

E. 1 USNH KIA 1 USNH WIA (RED EVAC), 1 WHT 280 RNG 182 CALLED

F. 1 USNH KIA 1 USNH WIA (RED EVAC), 1 WHT 280 RNG 182 CALLED

G. MAE EST TO BE 460 LBS OF TANKS 1 USNH WIA (RED EVAC), EXTENSIVE DAM TO TK, AT 2700000 1 USNH KIA 1 WHT 280 RNG

H. MAE AT 2700001

I. MAE AT 2700001

SECRET
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DECLASSIFIED
MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
NAVMC NO 532-ADH (REV. 12-65)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

DECLASSIFIED

(1) MSNS: 12
(2) AMMO EXPD: 246
(3) O/F LANOE
(4) 2/5TH MAR COMDT S-O OP IN QUANG NAM PROV
WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD. (DATE ENTRY) AT 2687/2/5
(5) TPT VIC (AT 9165229) DET MINE; 1 USMC KIA, AT 278530
(6) W/2/5 VIC (AT 8955325) MAR DET UNK TYPE MINE; 1 USMC KIA
MED EVAC. AT 27174H CO G/2/5 SWEEP FORCE VIC (AT 933
(7) 226) RECO 30 RDS SA FIRE 6-7 EN VIC (AT 933520); 1 USMC
KIA, RTND 6 RDS 60MM AND 158 RDS SA FIRE W/UNK RES.
AT 27192H CO G/2/5 VIC (AT 933520) MED EVAC HEL RECO 4-50
RDS SA FIRE, RTND 158 RDS AW FIRE. DURING MED EVAC MAR DET
THEN RIGGED AS MINE; 2 USMC KIA. AT 27123H CO E/2/5 BLK
POS VIC (AT 925527) OBSR EN MOVEMENT TW TREELINE. CALLED
ARTY MSN, 26 RDS 105. SEARCHED NO EVID OF EN CAS.
(8) CUM RES: USMC ENEMY
5 KIA 2 DET
(9) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
(10) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
(11) CUM MFR: NONE

PAGE FOUR RUN HMF 2923 SECRET
(12) CUM ARTY: NONE
(13) OP CHINOOK 15
(14) 4TH MAR COMDT S-O OP IN THUA THIEN PROV
WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD. (DATE ENTRY) AT 261620H 2/1/0
VIC (YD 477398) RECO 88 RDS OF SA FIRE AND 13 60MM RDS.
CALLED ARTY MSN, RTND SA FIRE: 5 VC KIA (PROB), AT 27623H
(15) W/3/26 VIC (YD 419363) OVBST EST 110 VC MOVING & EN RDS
OF 10-15 VIC (YD 419363) FIRED SA AND ARTY MSN; 2 VC KIA
CONF., 15 VC KIA (PROB), EN RTND MONT AND SA FIRE: 1 USMC
KIA, 4 USMC KIA. AT 27139H CIE W/3/26 PLAT VIC (YD 425221)
(16) OBSR 161 16 490 99, 44358R VIC (YD 428376), RECO 20 RDS
160 CAL AND 50 RDS 105 CAL. DURING ENG. AT 27175H
(17) CIE W/3/26 VIC (YD 428376) FIRED SA; 2 VC KIA (CONF.), VC
RTND 20 RDS SA AND FIRED W. AT 27175H
(18) 2/13 VIC (YD 487572) RECO 3 RDS SA FIRE EN SKU; 1 (CONF.
CONF.), RTND FIRE W/UNK RES. AT 270930H CO E/2/5 VIC (YD
35663) RECO 6 RDS SPIR FIRE FM VIC (YD 587277) FIRED 4 RDS
COPE II VIC, 15 RDS 60MM HILT. 5 H-21 SFCNS. 3 RDS 40MM
160 RDS 105 CAL AND 50 RDS 105 CAL. ENG. ENTO. AT 271530H
(19) CIE W/3/26 VIC (YD 428376) FIRED 100 RDS, NO CAS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

SECRET

----------------------------------------------------------------------

(BT 102626) MAR STEPPED IN PILE W/ 1 LMC MIA (MED EVA) AT 281148H CO A/1/1 FLAT SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 113633) APPREH. 7 DET. AT 281330H CO A/1/1 FLAT SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 114045) HEARD MVNT IN BUNKER, THREW M-26 GRENS, 3 VC KIA VIC 4/3 CONF. AT 281350H CO A/1/1 FLAT SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 114045) APPREH 3 DET KILLED. AT 281350H/400.3/1 FLAT SLEEP VIC (BT 103463) FD 3K-00834 9/3. THREW CS GRENS IN EACH. NO RES. THREW M-26 GRENS IN EACH. 3 VC KIA (CONF). ONE IDENT BY ARVN AS MEMBER OF T-89 SAPPER BN. AT 282900H CO K/3/1 VIC (BT 103363) RECD 4-5 RDS OF M-79 OR RIFLE GRENS AND TWT TDS SA FIR. FN EST 5 ENL 1 LMC WIA. RTND 52 RDS SA W/SG RES. AT 282920H CO A/1/1 FLAT SLEEP FORCE VIC (BT 103632) FD 1 BUNKER WITH 3 M-26 GRENS INSIDE.

(B) CUM RES USMC ENEMY
1 KIA 37 KIA (CONF)
1 KIA (CONF)
7 DET
4 WIA
5 ENG(W)

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
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(F) CUM NSF: NONE
(G) CUM ARTY:
1) MINS1 21
2) AMMO EXPD: 291
3) OP LAMOR
(A) 2/5TH MANTERMINATED S&D OP IN WAYX NAM FRON AT 2115GC WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR FD. AT 281220H CO N/2/5 VIC (AT 923494) RECD 15-20 RDS SA FIRE. RTND 40 RDS SA FIRE.

(W) CUM RES USMC ENEMY
2 WIA 2 DET

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
(E) CUM NSF: NONE
(F) CUM ARTY: NONE

(W) OP CHINOOK II
(A) 6TH MAR COMD S&D OP IN DNEI TAKED FROM WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR FD. AT 281220H N/2/5 VIC (BT 031042) OBSR. 1 VC FORD FD 1 OP CHINOOK RFLER. AT 281220H 400.3/2 VIC (BT 031042) OBSR 4 VC FORD FD 1 RFLER. AT 281220H 400.3/2 VIC (BT 031042)
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HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380
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NAVMC 532-ADM (REV. 12-65)

SECRET

CRAWL FM HOLE. FIRED 10 RDS SA; 1 VC KIA (CONF), CPTRO 3 CHICOM GREN. AT 031425H CO L/3/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC (T806584) RECO 30 RDS SA FIRE FM EST 2 EN VIC (T804464) 2 USMC VIA (MED EVAC). RTND 65 RDS SA FIRE AND 4 RDS M-79 W/RES RES. AT 031440H CO G/2/1 PLAT BLK FORCE VIC (T804529) FD 1 M-14 W/5 MAGS, 1 US CARB W/3 MAGS, 1 CHICOM GREN. ASSORT DOCUS AND EQUIP. AT 031100H CO A/1/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC (T805687) OBSR 2 EN IN RICE PADDY, FIRED 15 RDS SA; 2 VC KIA (CONF), CPTRO 1 M-26 GREN. AT 030535H HAS 1 VC S-2. VIC (T805065) SCORED 1100 VN CIVILIANS WITH ITT AND CADRE. RCS POINTED OUT 5 EN; CADRE POINTED OUT ONE FARMERS ASSOCIATION MEMBER RES. 6 PW/VC. AT 031130H G/2/1 BLK FORCE VIC (T803679) APPREH 1 PW/VC. AT 031145H A/1/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC (T806359) OBSR 1 EN HIDING IN HEDGE ROW. EN RAN AND ATTEMPTED TO HIDE IN SPIDER HOLE. THREW ONE CS GREN IN HOLE AND ATTEMPTED TO PERSUADE EN TO COME OUT. EN REFUSED. THREW ONE M-26 GREN IN HOLE; 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 031200H L/3/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (T805144) FD 6 CAMO FIGHTING HOLES, 2 TUNNELS W/DOCUS. APPREH 2 DET. AT 031215H A/1/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC (T809599) OBSR 1 EN, FIRED 15 RDS SA; 1 VC KIA
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(COMP), CPTRO 1 CHICOM GREN. AT 031500H CO L/3/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (T806140)

EN AQPH HAS CO 1/1 S-2
VIC (T805694) CADRE AND ITT SCORED 300 ADDL VN CIV.
APPREH 1 HAMLET GUERRILLA, AND 1 MALE SUSPECT AUTOCHOMOUU CHIEF.
RES 1 PW/VC, 1 DET. AT 031500H B/1/1 PLAT SCTY W/ENGR VIC (T806578) APPREH 1 DET. AT 031520H B/1/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC (T806763) APPREH 1 DET. AT 031520H M/3/1 PLAT SWEEP VIC (T806627)
WAR TRIPPED GREN RIGGED W/TAP WIRE INSIDE HOUSE; 1 USMC VIA (MED EVAC). AT 031700H L/3/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (T806699) RECO 15 RDS SA FIRE; 1 USMC VIA (MED EVAC). RTND 75 RDS SA. FD 4 VC KIA (CONF). AT 031535H CO A/1/1 PLAT BLKING POS VIC (T805162) RECO 9 RDS SA FM VIC (T805405) 1 USMC KIA. RTND 48 RDS SA FIRE; 6 ROS 9MM, 10 ROS 8MM WANK RES. AT 032125H CO G/2/1 BLKING POS VIC (T805629) OBSR 1 EN IN RIVER, FIRED 50 RDS SA, 10 RDS M-79 AND 2 ROS 30MM 1 VC KIA (PROP).

8) SQM RES: USMC ENEMY
3 KIA
50 KIA (CONF)
14 KIA (PROP)

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

CUM FIRE RUNNINGS: 22 WIA 8H DET
SF 17 PW/VC 3 INCIV 3 WPNS

CUM HEL SORTIES: 1A
CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 6
CUM NKF: NONE
CUM ARY: 37
AMMO EXPD: 373
OP CHINOOK II

4TH MAR CONF S&D OP IN THUA THIEN PROV
WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD. AT 030910 CO K/3/26
OBSR 3 VC VIC (YD556253) W/1 WPN. CALLED ARTY MSN: 1 VC KIA
(CONF). AT 030759H CO K/3/26 FD 1 VC BODY KILLED BY SA FIRE:
1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 031230H CO K/3/26 OBSR 1 VC VIC (YD574
253). CALLED ARTY MSN: 1 (8- (PROB). AT 031415H AO OBSR
SEVERAL EN VIC (YD587258) FLEETING BUNKERS. CALLED A/S: 2
VC KIA (CONF). CALLED ARTY MSN: 4 VC KIA (PROB).
AT 030943H CO K/3/26 OBSR 1 VC AT (YD548265). FIRED M-55
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MSN W/UNK RES. AT 031020H CO K/3/26 OBSR 3 VC W/PACKS AND
WPNS. CALLED ARTY MSN W/UNK RES. AT 031505H CO K/3/26
PLAT OBSR 1 VC VIC (YD572253) W/PACK AND WPN. CALLED ARTY
MSN UN/UNK RES. AT 031555H K/3/26 PLAT VIC (YD582265)
OBSR UNK NR VC CARRYING PACKS AND RIFLES. CALLED ARTY MSN
W/UNK RES. AT 031928H CO K/3/26 VIC (YD602275). RC'D 4 RDS
SA FIRE FM 1 VC VIC (YD602271). RTND FIRE W/NEG RES.

CUM T 1A 64 KIA (CONF).

163 KIA (PROB)
94 DET
12 PW/VC
4 PW/NVA
1 CIV DEF
74 INCIV
26 WPNS

CUM HEL SORTIES: 1A
CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 6
CUM NKF: 37
CUM MSN: 6
8H

SECRE
SECRET
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17 OT LAFAYETTE

(7) 1ST MAR CONT SQD OP IN QUANG NAM PROV
WITH MODERATE CONTACT FOR PD.
AT 043915H CO 2/3/1 SQD SEARCH TM VIC @T595674 MAR FELL
IN PUNJI PIT, 1 USMC KIA (GROUNDED EVAC).
AT 043938H CO L/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T596464 APPREN 1 DET.
AT 041355H CO K/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T566249 FD 1 VC
BODY RIGGED AS MINE. 1 VC KIA (CONF). 
AT 041600H CO K/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T596259 RECO
GREN FR SLEEPER INCL. RTN P26 GREN 3 VC KIA (CONF).
OPTN 1 PW/VC QNA.
OUR PD WIT WITH 3/1 INTERROGATION OF CIV REVEALED 1 PW/VC,
1 CIV DEF AND 7 DET.
AT 041539H CO 2/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T666749 APPREN
35 DET (25 FEMALES).
AT 042029H CO 2/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T696489 QTR
MOB. 83 WM OF POS, 5 RED 700 EOS SA AND 8.
VC KIA (CONF).
AT PHALTAN CO 3/3/1 SLEEP FORCE VIC @T539300 FD 4 TUNNELS
WITH UNDERRATER ENGAGE KIA.

05 03 33 -7-
AT 041630H CO K/3/7 PLAT SLEEP FORCE VIC (OT 069629) FD
CAVE 5X5X5 FT. DELT.

(1) CUM RES: USMC
   3 KIA
   23 WIA
   59 KIA (CONF)
   15 KIA (PROB)
   QWE DET
   19 PW/VC
   1 CIV DEF
   3 UNINV
   3 WPNS

(2) CUM HEL SORTIES: 0
(3) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 2
(4) CUM NGF: NONE
(5) CUM ARTY:
   (1) MSNS: 43
   (2) ANG EXPD: 398
   (3) OP CH/N: 11
   (2) 4TH MAR CONT SAD OP IN THU THIEN PROV
   WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD.
   AT 041215H CO K/3/26 PLAT PTL VIC (YD 558299) DET UNK TYPE

PAGE FOUR RUNMF 334 S E C R E T
EXPLOD DEVICE: 3 WIA (MED EVAC)
AT 041100H CO L/3/26 PLAT AMB VIC (YD RTTEQWL OBSR: 4 VC.
FIRE SA AND M-79: 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 VC KIA (PROB). VC
RTND FIRE AND THREW GREN. 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). CVTRD 1
CHI COM GREN.
AT 041230H HAS CO 3/26 PTL APPREH 1 DET.
AT 041700H RECON UNI OBSR 5 VC IN STREAM VIC (YD 536266).
CALLED ARTY MSNS 5 VC KIA (CONF).
AT 041750H RECON UNI OBSR 2 VC ATTEMPTING TO RECOVER 2
BODIES VIC (YD UNREVW). CALLED ARTY MSNS: 1 VC KIA (CONF),
1 VC KIA (PROB).
DUP PD 1 DET CLASS AS EN.
AT 041650H L/3/26 VIC (YD 532224) CALLED 81 MORT MSN ON
SUSPECT MORT POS.
AT 041910H K/3/26 BLKING POS VIC (YD 612270) OBSR 2 VC.
W/P HS/N VIC (YD 639273) UNABLE TO ENGAGE EN DUE TO MSN.
(6) CUM RES: USMC
   2 KIA
   167 KIA (CONF)
   67 WIA
   26 DET

HISUZM # 63
04001 - 042400

SECRET
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DECLASSIFIED
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(1) MSNS: 2,538
(2) AMMO EXP: 8,323
(3) OP LAFAYETTE
    (A) 1ST MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NAM PROV W/R
    PROV W/LIGHT CONTACT FOR RD.
    AT 051630H CO B/1/1 VIC 01946008 FD GATE RIGGED W/30MM
    GREN. GATE DEST. SEC EXPOLS RES IN 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC).
    AT 051645H CO G/2/1 BLKING FORCE VICT 0879670D APPEH 4 DET.
    AT 051715H CO A/3/1 PLAT SWEEP VICT 0879670L VVT E-1 DET
    M-26 GREN RIGGED AS MIN; 1 USMC WIA (MINOR).
    AT 051800H CO A/1/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VICT 0879680D APPEH
    1 DET AT 051815H SQD LP VICT 02301600 OBSR 12 EN W/1 RIFLE.
    CALLED AMY MSN. FIRED 6 RDS 60MM. PTL DISPATCHED TO
    SEARCH MAR DET MINE; 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). EN CAS: 3 VC
    KIA (PROB), APPREH 3 DET.
    AT 051830H CO L/3/1 BLKING FORCE VICT 0347680D RECO 25 RDS
    SA FIRE: 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). RTND 100 RDS SA FIRE AND
    10 M-79 RDS W/NEG RES.
    AT 051900H CO G/2/1 SQD LP VICT 0526340D RECO 1 GREN: 1
    USMC WIA (MED EVAC). RTND 20 RDS SA FIRE W/NEG RES.
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AT 052115H CO G/2/1 BLKING FORCE VICT 08705630 OBSR 1 EN VICT 07055
638), CALLED AMY, FIRED 40 RDS SA AND 10 RDS M-79; 1 VC KIA (PROB).
AT 052145H CO L/3/1 SQD QT PTL VICT 08705680 OBSR 1 EN RUM FM
HOUSE. RECO 1 M-79 RD; 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). RTND 2 M-79 RDS, 30
RDS SA FIRE AND 50 RDS VS FIRE W/NEG RES.

(4) CUM RES: USMC

    ENEMY

            3 KIA
            29 WIA
            59 KIA (CONF)
            19 KIA (PROB)

            128 DET

            19 PWW/VG
            3 CM DEF
            3 M-79

(5) CUM HER CONTACT: NONE
(6) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 0
(7) CUM NRA: NONE
(8) CUM ARTF: 0
(9) MSNS: 25
(10) AMMO EXP: 3
(11) OP PROJ: 25

DECLASSIFIED
HISUM #65
060001 - 062400
LAFAYETTE

(1) OYSTER RIVER 481 S E C R E T
AT 053735C CAG D-2 3/1 PLAIN FORCE VIC (JT455557) APPROX 3 DET.
AT 061105H CO A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) FD 1 VC KILLED
BY FRAGMENTS: 1 VC KIA (CONF), OPEL 1 M-26 CHRN.
AT 061129H CO K/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 KILLED.
FIRED 15 RDS SA: 1 VC KIA SURVEYED KILLED SELF WITH
GRENADES: 1 VC KIA OPEL.
AT 061138H CO A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) 1 VC IN SQUAD ROLL, 6 VC OPEL, 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 VC KIA OPEL.
1 VC KIA (CONF), ALSO ARRIVE 15 DET IN VIC.
AT 061138H CO L/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT465555) APPROX 1 DET.
AT 061205H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA 1 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
FIRED 15 RDS ELE: 1 VC KIA (CONF), OPEL 1 M-26 CHRN.
AT 061217H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) FD 1 VC KIA.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
AT 061219H A/1/1 SWEEP FORCE VIC (GT466666) OPEL 2 VC KIA (CONF), 6 VC OPEL.
DECLASSIFIED
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1. AT 061900H 06/2/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085567) OBSR 2
   2. FIRED 50 RDS SA: 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 VC KIA (PROB)
   3. AT 061900H 06/2/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085567) OBSR 3
   4. FIRED 50 RDS SA FIRE: 2
   5. USMC VIA (RED EVAC): RINS ARTY USN VIA USN RES
   6. AT 062200H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085568) RECQ 120, RDS AT
   7. FIRE AND 2 RDS H-79 FIRE: 2 USMC VIA (RED EVAC): RMHD 120
   8. FIRE INVigor RES.
   9. AT 062300H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085555) RECQ 30, RDS SA
   10. FIRE, RMHD 3 RDS H-79 AND ONE RDO 3.5 RKT. EN
   11. EVOKE CONTACT, WILL SEARCH AT FIRST LIGHT.
   12. AT 062400H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085555) RECQ 120
   13. RDS VS FIRE IN SIDE CORDON, RMHD 200, RDS SA FIRE, 15 H-79
   14. RDS AND ARTY KIA, EN EVOKE CONTACT, WILL SEARCH AT FIRST LIGHT.
   15. AT 062400H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085527) PD ORE 5
   16. SMPL CHARGE.
   17. AT 062500H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085540) OBSR
   18. 3 VC VIC GT085540, FIRED 50 RDS SA WITH UKR RES.
   19. 50 RES: USMC: EVD
   20. 5 KIA, 79 KIA (CONF)
   21. 41 VIX (ADU) 29 KIA (PROB)

FIRE SIX RULSCH GT 3.5 RKT FIRE
   22. 4 UNA 19 PH/VC
   23. 43 DET (ADJ)
   24. 1 CIV DEF
   25. 5 INNOC
   26. 3 VP Map

C GEL HEL COUNTER FIRE
   27. C GEL COUNTER FIRE
   28. 4 UNA 19 PH/VC
   29. 43 DET (ADJ)
   30. 1 CIV DEF
   31. 5 INNOC
   32. 3 VP Map

G RAAAA D II
   33. 5 DET (ADJ) WITH 5 INF AND (3/3, 3/3)
   34. VAC-90, VAC-70, AND 3/08 CAT AND OP IN ELEVATE FIRE MEO WITH
   35. EVOKE CONTACT FOR PD.
   36. SD B FIRE VIC: 14 VC KIA (CONF) TO 1/9 UNIT PD OS (YD
   37. RESD 10: (CONF) ON 5 FOR.
   38. 4 CO VIC (CONF) WITH 1 DET VIC (CONF) (CONF)
   39. AT 062500H 06/3/1 SAW, SCY FORC VIC (GT085527)
   40. 3/08 CAT AND OP IN ELEVATE FIRE MEO WITH
   41. EVOKE CONTACT FOR PD.
LCUW I IV
M

FM COMUSMACV
TU CINCPAC
WMCC
INFO ZENG CG III MAF
ZENG CG I FFORCEV
ZENG CG II FFORCEV
ZENG CORNAVFORV
ZENG IV CPUS
ZENG CMQM 1H AIM FORCE
DT
C UN F I D ENT I A L CON 0789/67 FROM MACCUCS
SLG. TELECOM (U)
1. CY I CIC

41. KEP MY 070412 PAKA DB. LVIP (AMINAC) RECOVERED AT
071500H THREE BODIES LOCATED, SEVEN RIFLES, ONE PISTOL AND ONE
PRO-25 RECOVERED. SEARCH CONTINUES. UPDATE: MICHI: FROI: THREE
KIA, SIX WIA, ONE MIA, ENE: UNK.

51. IN THUAI THIEN PROV 12 KM NW OF HUE VIC Y666540 AT
070523H QUANG DIEN SUB SECTOR HQ WAS ATTACK BY ELM OF 0614H VC BN
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FIRING 0°/5° MM MORT, 37 MM MK AND SA. RESI: FROI: FIVE KIA, 50 WIA;
ENE: UNK.

61. IN THUAI THIEN PROV 10 KM NW OF HUE VIC Y667549 AT
071200H AND CONTINUING UNTIL 071445H 2/5 AKRN MADE CONTACT WITH
NK NUC rel: REST FOUR KIA, 25 WIA; ENE: TWO KIA, FOUR I/WPS AND
ONE I/WPS WPNS CPRA.

71. UPN LAFAYETTE IN QUANG NAM PROV 16 KM SE OF DA
VANG REACTED ALL WIA AT 060700H FEB UPN COMMENCED AND TERMINATED
AT 071500H. LAFAYETTE WAS TAUN S/D UPN CONTROLLED BY THE
1ST MARINE REGIMENT WITH 1/3 1/ 3/1, PARTICIPATING. CUM RESI:
FROI: SEVEN KIA (SIX USMC, ONE USA), 41 WIA, ONE MIA; ENE: 77 KIA,
170 WIA, THREE I

KCPNS CPRA.

81. UPN PRAKIEK KEP MY 070422 ZAR 07 MAR 14
"PD IZI FIRST AK 506-400 KUS 02MM MORT (PREV REP 150) NEC AT
CAMP CARNOLL. THE THIRD AK AT 070640H 50 TO 30 MORT WERE
NEC (PREV REP 160) MANY DUDS WERE REPID. ONLY ONE SECONDARY
EXPLOSION OCCURRED AND THAT WAS DURING CM FIRE IN SECOND MORT WIA.
IN THE FIRST AND SECOND AKS IT IS REPID THAT THE KUS ARE POSSIBLE
02MM ROCKETS. CRATER ANALYSIS REVEALED SOME CRATERS APRX 14"-
DEEP 36" WIDE AND 42" LONG. THREE CRATERS WERE SIX TO SEVEN FEET

07 22 00Z
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DEEP AND SIX TO 12 FEET WIDE WITH PROJECTILE APPARENTLY IMPACTING VERTICALLY. SOME PROJECTILE CASING, 107MM STRAIGHT CYLINDRICAL SHE PE HOUND WITH WHAT IS BELIEVED TO BE AN ALUMINUM FIN.

F7 ALL OTHER OPNS W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPORT.
2. CLG II CIG: ALL OPNS CONT W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPORT.
3. CLG III CIG:

"UPN ENTERPRISE: IN LONG AN PROV NINE KM SE OF TAN AN VIG XS0462 AT W0135H MARK 67 FIVE ATKN RIVER ASSAULT GROUP BOATS WERE DESTROYED WHILE ENGAGED IN TOWING AN ATKN DARGE. BOATS POSSIBLE DESTROYED BY PTGMEN. DARGE PRESENTLY FLOATING FREE BUT C47 HAS IN SIGHT. 2/60 MOVING TO SECURE DARGE. RES:
FRU (ARVN): FIVE KIA; ONE WIA; TWO MIA; ENI NEG.

"UPN JUNCILU N CITY: IN TAY NINH PROV 36 KM NE OF TAY NINH CITY VIG XS7763 AT 07124DH MARK 67 ELEMENT OF 2/34 ATKN REC SA FIRE FROM UNK SIZE EN FORCE. FIRE RETURNED AND EN BROKE CONTACT. RES:
FRU (US): ONE KIA, TWO WIA; ENI: FIVE KIA.

"ALL OTHER OPNS CONT W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPORT.

4. CLG IV CIG:

"REF MY 062203Z, PARA 4A AND 070422Z PARA 4A. UPDATE
RES:
FRU (US): NINE KIA, FOUR WIA; ENI: FIVE KIA, 46 WL, THREE
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1/WPNS.

"IN DIMH TUONG PROV EIGHT KM W OF MY ITH VIG XS4242 AT W0115H ELEM OF 3D BDE, 9TH INF DIV RECEIVED APPROX 35 RDS OF 81 MM FROM NORT AND RA FIRE. COUNTERMORTAR FIRED. CONTACT BROKEN AT W0210H. RES:
FRU (US): EIGHT KIA, FOUR WIA; ENI: UNK.

"IN KIEI HUA PROV VIG XS767226 29 KM SE OF IMUC GIANG AT W1916H MARK A PLAT FROM 3/10 ATKN INF BN, 7TH ATKN DIV, AMO-SHED AN ESI EN PLAT. EN BROKE CONTACT AT W2240H MARK. RES:
FRU: REG; ENI: 17 KIA, FOUR 1/WPNS CP/IND.

"THREE SM UNIT ACTIONS REPORT IN IV CORPS BETWEEN 070000Z MARK AND 080000Z MARK. RES: FIVE: SIX KIA, FOUR WIA, SIX 1/WPNS LOST; ENI: 10 KIA, 11 1/WPNS CP/IND.

"ALL OTHER OPNS CONT W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPORT.

GP-4

DT
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(1) MSNS: 6
(2) AMNO EXPD: 67
(C) CUM ARTY:
(1) MSNS: 3,054
(2) AMNO EXPD: 9,547
(2) OP LAFAYETTE

(a) 1ST MAR TERMINATED S&D OP IN NHANG NAM PROV
AT 071000H WITH LIGHT CONTACT FOR PD.
AT 070032H CO L/3/1 PLAT BLOCKING FORCE VIC GT 053640) OBSR
3 EN FLOATING DOWN RIVER. FIRED SA: 3 VC KIA (CONF).
AT 070926H CO G/2/1 PLAT SWEEP FORCE VIC GT 035656) OBSR 2
EN RUNNING VIC GT 035654), FIRED 40 QDS SA: 1 VC KIA (CONF).
PURSUED OTHER EN AND OBSR 3 EN RUNNING VIC GT 035657). FIRED
50 QDS SA: 2 VC KIA (CONF).
AT 071120H CO G/2/1 PLAT SCTY PTL VIC GT
PEYVTUL FD BODY OF
VC KILLED BY FRAGMENTS: 1 VC KIA (CONF).
FOLLOW UP TO 061700H. AMTRAC REMOVED FROM RIVER 071150H.
RECOVERED 3 OF 4 MEN LISTED AS MIA. AMTRAC HAD 1 1/2
INCH IN DIA AT RIGHT FRONT OF VEHICLE.
AT 071450H CO G/2/1 SCTY FORCE VIC GT 034646) APPREH 1 DET.
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AT 071515H CO L/3/1 SOD C3T PTL VIC GT 060657) APPREH 2 DET.
(G) CUM RES: USMC ENEMY
6 KIA
41 WIA
1 MIA
77 KIA (CONF)
29 KIA (PROB)
151 DET
19 PW/VC
1 CIV DEF
3 INCIV
3 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 6
(E) CUM NSF: NONE
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MSNS: 76
(2) AMNO EXPD: 861
(G) CUM BN DAYS: 21
(3) OP PRAIRIE II
(13) O MARD

(FWD) WITH 5 INF BN'S C/3, 3/3,
3/4, 1/9 (-), AND 3/9 CONT S&D OP IN QUANG TRI PROV WITH
MODERATE CONTACT FOR PD.